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International Conference on Evolutionary Algorithms and Soft Computing Techniques

(EASCT-2023) was organized by Dept. of CSE , RV Institute of Technology and Management.

Conference provided a platform to foster new research insights on design and analysis of various

emerging applications and engineering practices. provides a forum for presenting and discussing

innovative research on a broad range of topics in the fields of sustainable and energy-efficient

computing and computing for a more sustainable planet. The conference consists of technical papers,

panels, workshops, PhD Forum, and special sessions on these topics.

The inauguration of the conference started with an invocation song by Rahul B, 7th sem CSE, To make

the event a blessed one by lighting the lamp of knowledge by Principal, dignitaries and HODs to

invoke the blessings of Goddess Saraswathi.

A welcome address was delivered by Dr. Jayapal R, Principal, RVITM. Dr. Savitha G., Associate

Professor, Department of CSE, RVITM outlined about conference and conveyed the conference report

to the gathering, followed by which, all the dignitaries released the proceedings of the conference

which will be published in Conference Proceedings followed by IEEE Explorer. Dr. Krishna Mohan C

IIT, Hyderabad, India, presented the inaugural address and appreciated the entire conference team for

having hosting the conference which is current trend in the field of engineering and shared his views

about importance of expert clouds in industry and highlighted the present research progress in the field

of Evolutionary and Cloud Computing.



Followed by the inaugural address Sri. Nandakumar P.S, Trustee, RSST, Bengaluru , delivered the

presidential address and appreciated the entire team of RVITM for having hosting conference.

Most awaited event at the end of inaugural ceremony is the keynote address Dr. Sudhan Majhi, IISC

Bangalore, India has extensive experience in teaching, practicing, and research in communications and

computer networking, and has held various technical management positions overseas, delivered

keynote on 6G wireless communication technology and its applications. Dr. Kotaro Kataoka, IIT,

Hyderabad, India delivered key note on Title: Building a Digital Twin of SDN based Networks.

Followed by keynote address Dr. Malini M Patil, Prof and Head, Dept. of CSE, RVITM proposed

vote of thanks to all the dignitaries, conference chair’s, session chair’s, delegates and organizing

committee members. After this the technical paper presentation stared in Offline mode. Paper

presentations was carried out in five tracks with two sessions in each track.



The event concluded with valuable feedbacks given by delegates and participants followed by the

valedictory ceremony. During valedictory ceremony, principal addressed the gathering and shared his

views and expressed his views about conference. Dr. Savitha G, Technical Program Chair conveyed

the conference report, followed by announcement of best paper from each track was announced by Dr.

Anitha J, Conference chair. Valedictory ceremony ended with Vote of Thanks.

This two-day international conference turned out to be a fruitful event as delegates found it very

effective and informative as they got an opportunity to interact with domain experts and onsite

resource persons.
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